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by Christopher Parsons (University of Victoria)

Elizabeth Kirley

• How has digital tech changed your job? (to police) 
• integrated security unit best source to examine surveillance of military/police 'seemless security'  

systems 
• for G8 was $800 million; about the same for Olympics 

• integrated intelligence was lions share of costs; constituted analysis of data instead of the 
gathering of the data points 

• data collected months/years ahead 
• despite monitors that officers had been equiped with, couldn't respond to complaints of 

excessive force @ G8/20 
• while police are encouraged to have FB accounts there is little clear oversight 

• police intelligence is infiltrating sites/people and are looking for information on terrorist  
financing/violence 

• Victoria/Vancouver forces have active twitter accounts 
• are more of PR than actual responsive police (i.e. where are there traffic jams) 

• mobile forensic devices in the US may be part of the new legislation in Canada 
• two gaps she found in research 

• 1 - when police say digital they mean mobile communications device (e.g. blackberry). 
BB is favored by police because they see it as secure. To lower ranks digital means cell 
phones 

• 97% of a case can be done one handheld, right on the spot 
• 2 - battle of the caveats. While there are claims that sharing between agencies is critical,  

police are under strict legal limits and they know this, and this deters the kinds of 
information they will share with the military. Given that soldiers want to be faceless (i.e.  
not in court) they will call on anything to prevent sharing data with police that would see 
the soldiers brought to court (and their data). 

• important because intelligence is inherently absorbant; collaboration depends on 
opening up. Instead seeing silos of information. 

• Need more research to understand these gaps 

Torin Monahan

• focused research with Regan on fusion centers 
• interview people working @ fusion centers, done some site visits as well as industry and 

government conferences, as well as documentary analysis 
• focusing on public data for this presentation 

• argument is that fusion centers are looking for local relevency for what they're doing; they're set 
up with mission of conducting counter terrorism but when neither terrorism nor threats on the 
local level are identified they are seeking other ways to be helpful/important. Some of this is  
good because shifts focus from terrorism to all crimes/threats (e.g. national disasters) 

• also opens particularitic biases 
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• mediation refers to the practices of state agents at these sites; how they make ad hoc decisions 
to mediate how surveillance is done 

• coordinate sharing between various groups; largely between data brokers. Where it might be 
illegal for intelligence to secure information they will get it from private sector (where not  
illegal to get data) 

• part of the nation security framework; since Obama (with Napolitano) fusion centers have 
become even more important 

• While fusion centers may be the centerpiece of national security, very little is actually known 
about their daily operation 

• aim of project is to demystify them 
• discursive move in talking about fusion centers: 'objective', 'intelligence led' etc - a feminization 

of the actions of the agents and this stands in contrast with the masculinization of the war of 
terror 

• helps to deflect critical inquiry into these sites 
• given secretive nature of fusion centers, a primary way public learned about them is through 

(limited) FOIA, leaked documents 
• there is a pattern, a propensity of these orgs to profile in their structure 
• issue is that there is not guarantee that data collected is ever expunged; initially fusion centers  

refused to admit that they were collecting their own data - said that they were just getting stuff 
from other people - but there is a blurring between the responsibliies of the agents at sites. Are 
police interrogating, or is it an intelligence officer, where a police sergent is working with a 
center and doing the questioning 

• FOIA is shutting down; some states are exempting fusion centers from FOIA and other centers 
claim that they lack material product (it's in the cloud!) 

• fusion centers not unique, but part of the surveillance society that has an imperative to share and 
collect and analyze data. Their flexible design might be useful for indicating local relevency 
while also revealing localized biases 

Christopher Soghoian

• relies primarily on surveillance reports; focuses on law enforcement just because there is more 
data on them (intelligence is impossible to get much data on) 

• wiretaps = most difficult kind of surveillance to get. Increasing every year. 
• narcotics are responsible for most wiretap orders 
• stay away from drug dealing if you don't want to be wiretapped 

• 95% of intecept orders are for portable devices 
• pen registers/trap and trace are real-time non-content intercepts 

• stats don't include state surveillance, nor of non-DoJ federal surveillance (e.g. ICE) 
• emergency requests 

• US companies can disclose PII if there is reasonable cause to believe authorities 
• congress demands reports 
• for content information, less than 20 emergency requests made by DoJ agencies 
• in 2007 Verizon got 90000 request from the feds, and 25000 were emergency requests  

• only 300 from DoJ 
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• Location 
• no official stats exist 
• offers prospective and historical data. Also real-time 
• from interviews who speak off-record, know that location data is a routine tool for law 

enforcement. Get thousands of requests/month per carrier 
• requests for stored data 

• no mandatory stats exist 
• only have a little bit of voluntary data; those who are most in bed with government are 

unlikely to disclose. Thus, only those who want to compete on privacy 
• Google gets about 3600 requests/month in US alone 
• in may 2009, get 10-20 requests a day (with FAR fewer users) 

• impact of surveillance stats on accountability and oversight 
• DoJ has, in the past, opposed any record keeping for transactional and locational 

information on cost grounds 
• ten years later, House has less information than it did in 2000 because no reporting 

requirements exist 
• because no stats, gov't doesn't realize just how prevalent surveillance used 
• given reported stats show massive use of surveillance for drug enforcement 

Jay Stanley (discussant)

• on Soghoian:  
• demos technology outpacing the law 
• stats useful for indicating how surveillance actually used 
• DoJ unreliable, whereas GAO is reliable and informative 
• importance of trace and trace is underscored by how much law enforcement is interested 

in metadata 
• the fact that companies feel that they would be harmed if customers knew of surveillance 

indicates they realize that consumers understand and worry about privacy 
• a basic function of oversight should include reporting requirements 
• law enforcement shouldn't be allowed to keep their modes of surveillance secret 

• on Monahan 
• re: expansion of fusion centers. Maintains is a good thing because there really isn't that 

big a threat and so devoting resources to socially useful activities is a useful thing 
• doesn't think that this expansion is related to abuses 
• seems like two problems: fusion centers open up to abuse from racism, but also by 

institutionalizing these things (centers) you develop a surveillance capacity and 
normalize it in a way that turns it into a monster 

• crit.: abstract promised things that paper didn't deliver. E.g. no significant bad things 
really indicated; were going to theorize the mediation of surveillance but also didn't  
deliver. While said doing interviews, paper didn't include insights.

• On Kirley 
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• sociological approach is valuable 
• infiltration efforts by law enforcement were fascinating 
• ISU was also useful; intersections with fusion centers? 
• research spoke to legitimacy questions 
• issues around interoperability were fascinating 
• (key: data flowing across officers' cell phones are completely unsecure. No security on 

cell phones - they're using their own private devices) 

Questions:

Jacob Appelbaum

• how do we redlink ourselves from the records that been developed on us? Need to find a way to 
unlike ourselves from the records we're associated with.  

• position is that data may get so bulky that officers can't deal with individuals.  
• what about kid in Texas? He's going to be permanently linked with hacker Appelbaum 

Person

• from access request site and focus on intelligence; with ISU and fusion centers, when look @ 
Canadian version see notes to ISU groups. Clash between military and police suggests that they 
must have internal politics of what is going on re: sharing. While can see benefits, what are the 
challenges that are dealt with organizationally? 

• Torin: preliminary finding is that not a lot of fusion going on (bc of culture clashes, tech 
clashes). Important point because troubles narrative that systems are determinist and are 
going to just work. There is an underdetermination of systems.  

• Elizabeth: can't talk up and down chain of command; can't cross over to other groups. 
Suggests not all that integrated.  

Colin Bennett

• has there been a PIA done on fusion centers? How accountable/audited are these centers? 
• torin: they have seriously professed that PIAs will/have happened. They will then be 

compliant with privacy laws 

Jeff Chester

• what is the private information are they dealing with? Are fusion centers getting it by buying it? 
from who? 

• Torin: know they are contracting to private aggregators. The establishment of private 
sector centers are used to collect data and then make it available to the state. 
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